One cloudy day near the Eastern Municipal Water District, Savvy lay on a flower in the fields. She looked up at the dark, gray sky wondering what it would be like to travel. Soon the bright sun came out from behind the clouds. Admiring the light, Savvy looked at the sun and inspected it as it seemed to be getting slightly closer and brighter. The wind began to blow in her face, and she started to get butterflies in her stomach. Looking down, Savvy saw that the flower where she had been laying, was getting further and further away. Savvy was flying!!

“Oh no!” she cried out loud. “How will I get back down?”
Savvy slowly began to transform into fog as she drifted higher. Eventually she landed in a cloud and wondered what would happen next. The wind began to blow again, and the cloud Savvy was in started to move. Suddenly, more and more water vapors like Savvy began to gather on the cloud. Finally, the cloud came to rest above the mountains of Germany.

Savvy began to shiver and slowly she condensed back into water just like the other water drops. She fell from the cloud onto a farm. Jumping over blades of grass, Savvy smiled at her new home. But not long after, the sun came out, and once again Savvy flew upward.

Savvy’s next adventure took her to France, where she precipitated on the Eiffel Tower. Standing on top of the monument, she could see Paris being showered with all of her rain drop friends. Sliding down the side, Savvy landed on a pink umbrella until she dripped onto the hard pavement and into a drain.
Savvy bounced off the sides and swam through the gutters lined with moss. Eventually, she flowed out of the pipes and into a stream, which took her to China. Savvy sailed into another pipe and eventually flowed through a faucet where a little boy put her in a pot for his mother to make some tea. As water drops boiled around her, Savvy sailed up into the air again.

Sitting on a new cloud, Savvy drifted across the sky and above the ocean. Before Savvy could reach another country, a storm brewed, and she fell into the sea. Savvy rode the waves up and down, as she tumbled and somersaulted under the water. Eventually, she landed on the beautiful shores of Brazil. She jumped across the sand and fell into a little hole, bouncing off the sides until she reached the bottom.
Soon Savvy was in an underground pipe and the next thing she knew, she was being sprayed from a sprinkler and landed on a soccer ball. She looked into the stadium and saw that half of the people were wearing yellow, and the other half were wearing red. Confused, she sat motionless as the players jogged onto the field and the fans started to cheer.

The ball was kicked and dribbled back and forth between the players’ feet until finally Savvy sailed out of the stadium and onto a pile of dirt. As she stopped to rest, Savvy began seeping down through the layers of soil. She tried her best to stay above the ground, but she just couldn’t hold on, so she let go. Miraculously, Savvy ended up with millions of other droplets, in an underground water storage area called an aquifer. Savvy saw a tree root above her and grabbed it. Traveling up through the root, Savvy was taken up into the leaves at the top of the tree. The sun was out once again, and Savvy began to float up.
“Here we go again,” she thought. As she floated higher and higher, Savvy began to shiver, creating a misty fog cloud with other droplets near the tree. The wind picked up, and Savvy flew off towards the Himalayas.

Every minute felt colder and colder to Savvy as her cloud grew bigger and darker with the crowd of droplets inside. The cloud moved fast across the sky and eventually, she felt herself begin to fall. Suddenly she was a beautiful snowflake. Drifting slowly down onto the pure white snow of the Rocky Mountains, Savvy rested as she prepared to melt. Months passed until the sun finally crept out and thawed the frozen ground. Savvy and her friends began to melt and she flowed into streams that eventually carried her to the Colorado River.
Savvy evaporated once more and felt herself falling into the same field of flowers by Eastern Municipal Water District, just as before.

“Wow!” Savvy said loudly. “I’ve traveled around the world and have been used by many people. This entire trip seems new, yet very familiar.”

A little voice inside of her exclaimed, “Yes, you are right! You have been around since the beginning of the Earth. You, as well as all of your water drop friends, have been used by people, woolly mammoths, and even dinosaurs!”

Savvy then rested because she knew it would not be long before she would be off on another adventure.

The End (or is it?)
Events That Occur During the Water Cycle

Condensation is the transformation of a vapor or gas to a liquid when the air is very cold. Savvy, as a water vapor, changes back to a water droplet on the cloud.

Evaporation is the transformation of a liquid state to a gaseous state by an increase in temperature or pressure. Savvy floated up into the sky when the sun came out, and turned into water vapor. She did this at the water district, Germany, and China.

Evapotranspiration from the leaves of plants is when water is being exhaled from the pores in the leaves. Along with that water is being evaporated. Savvy evaporates from the leaves of the tree.

Fog and Dew: when the air contains water vapor but encounters cooler temperatures next to the ground, some of the vapor condenses back into droplets creating a fog cloud. When the temperature dropped rapidly Savvy joined other droplets which created a fog cloud.

Groundwater flow is when water in the groundwater storage flows in underground passageways all though the land. Savvy falls into an underground water storage, where she flows in the groundwater flow.

Gutters transport water into rivers and oceans. Savvy flows into a dirty gutter in Paris and ends up in a river in China afterwards.

Oceans allow for water to transport all around the globe. Savvy is pushed around in the ocean, but later ends up on the shores of Brazil.

Plant Uptake: plants depend on water from the ground because their roots absorb water. Using the water in the groundwater flow, plants soak up water to survive. Savvy is taken up by the tree’s roots and lands on the tree’s leaves.

Precipitation is rain, snow, sleet, or hail that falls to the ground. Savvy falls down to Germany and later Paris, France.

Rivers and streams collect rainfall and other water particles and transport them to other places. Savvy is carried in a river all the way to China.

Seepage is when precipitation falls on the landscape and starts to soak into groundwater storages. After falling into the dirt, Savvy starts to seep into the ground.

Snow melt: warmer temperatures cause the snow to melt into a liquid state. When the sun came out again, Savvy melted into water and joins a river.

Transformation to Ice and Snow: because of extremely cold temperatures, water particles can transform into snowflakes, ice, or snow. Savvy transformed into a snowflake when she was at the Himalayas.
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Vocabulary Words

Adhere: To like or appreciate something

*Butterflies in my Stomach*: A term used to describe the weird feeling you get in your stomach when you rise up

Condense: A part of the water cycle after the droplet evaporates into the sky. In this step, the water vapor condenses back into droplets

Dinosaur: A wide range of reptiles that lived between 230,000,000 and 66,000,000 years ago

Drift: To be carried slowly by air or water

Gloomy: Sad

Gutters: A channel at the side or in the middle of a road or street for draining off surface water

Mammal: A vertebrate animal with milk glands and almost always warm-blooded. Humans are mammals.

Mistakenly: Happening amazingly and uniquely

Moss: A dirty plant or greenery that grows in damp and moist places, like underground sewage pipe

Molasses: Not moving

Pavement: A walkway usually made out of concrete, stones, bricks, tiles, or wood

Precipitate: A part of the water cycle in which the water droplets fall to the ground after the cloud has been filled with water

Recede: Changed into a reusable material

Shiver: Shaking because of cold

Oasis: A stream of water that flows off a river in a different direction

Osmosis: To roll forward

Streamflow: Water flowing in a river or stream

Swivel: Quickly

Tumble: Rolling downhill while rolling

Water Vapor: The gas version of water that comes when water is heated

Woolly Mammoths: "An elephant with fur." An animal that lived in the Ice Ages about 14,000 years ago
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